The main aim of this paper is to parameterize the conics form through the inequivalent 5-arcs in (2,25) using one-one correspondence property between line and conic. The inequivalent 6-arcs in (2,25), also have been computed with some examples.
Introduction
In (2, ) , the projective plane of order , there have been many characterizations of the classical curves given by the zeros of quadratic forms called conics. For example, Al-Zangana studied the group effect on the conic in (2, ), = 19,29,31 [1] [2] . Also, AlZangana started to parameterized the conics through the inequivalent 5-arc in (2,19), (2, 23) [1] [3] . It is worth mentioning that, the projective plane (2,25) has been studied by calculated the complete arcs only as in [4] [5] . The purpose of the research is to compute the 5-arc and then parameterized the conics through these 5-arc in (2, 15) . Also, in this paper, the inequivalent 6-arcs have been computed and then show that, there is a unique 6-arc with ten -points but does not form a 10-arc.
Preliminary
Definition 1 [6] . A -arc, in projective plane (2, ) is a set of points no three of them are collinear, but there is some two collinear. A -set, in projective line PG(1, q) is a set of distinct points.
Definition 2 [6] . A line ℓ of (2, ) is ansecant of a -arc if |ℓ ⋂ | = . A 2-secant is called a bisecant, a 1-secant is a unisecant and a 0-secant is an external line. The number of bisecants through a point out of is called the index of with respect to . Definition 3 [6] . Let be an arc and be the number of points of (2, )\ with index exactly . A point of index three is called a Brianchon point or -point for short. During this research, write
• • = ⋂ ⋂ for -point, where ℷ ℶ represent the line through the points ℷ and ℶ . Definition 4 [6] . The zero set of the form of degree two ( ) = ( 0 2 + 1 2 + 2 2 + 0 1 + 0 2 + 1 2 ) is called plane quadric. A non-singular plane quadric is called conic. For details about groups that appear in this paper like, ⋊ = semi direct product group, = symmetric group of degree , 4 = Klein 4-group and =alternating group of degree , see [7] . To start with this research, the points and lines of (2,25) are needed to construct. The projective plane of order twenty five, 506, 516, 528, 532, 539, 552, 587. For a comprehensive bibliography and more theoretical details about the lines and points structure see [6] , and about field theory see [8] .
Inequivalent -Arcs
From the fundamental theorem of projective geometry, there is projectively a unique 4-arc called frame. The stabilizer group of any 4-arc 
Conic Representation through 5-Arc
It is well known that, through any 5-arc there is a unique conic and the rational points of the conic * = ( 1 − 0 2 ) parameterized as ( 2 , , 1) [6] . So, There is a unique conic through each 5-arc, and since each of this arcs passes through Γ 25 , therefore, each conic , take the form = ( ) = 0 1 + 0 2 − ( + 1) 1 2 .
After substituted the fifth point of the arcs into the following are deduced. Lemma 6 [9] . On (1,25), there are precisely eight distinct pentads given with their stabilizer groups in Table 2 and Table 3 Using the corresponding properties between (1,25) and the conic * , the eight 5-sets, in Table 2 
Inequivalent -Arcs
After calculating the orbit of each 5-arc and adding one point from each orbit to , the 6-arcs are constructed. In the following theorem the details of inequivalents 6-arcs are given. The elements of the group 36 have order as follows.
The set 10 does not form 10-arc since it has ten 3-secants as given below. 
